MEDIA RELEASE

JIO DHAN DHANA DHAN
JIO INTRODUCES NEW RS 309 ALL UNLIMITED PLAN
WITH SPECIAL BENEFITS EXCLUSIVELY FOR JIO PRIME MEMBERS
WITHDRAWS JIO SUMMER SURPRISE AS ADVISED BY TRAI
FACILITATES THE FASTEST CONVERSION FROM FREE TO PAID SERVICES
Making affordable Digital Life available for all Indians
Mumbai, 11th April 2017: Reliance Jio Infocomm Limited (“Jio”) announced today that the Jio
Summer Surprise has been fully withdrawn, following the advice of Telecom Regulatory
authority of India (“TRAI”).
Jio further announced new ALL UNLIMITED plans with special benefits, exclusively for its Jio
Prime members and aimed at encouraging Jio subscribers to live the Digital Life without
restrictions – Jio Dhan Dhana Dhan!
The plans start with the most affordable Rs. 309 ALL UNLIMITED PLAN, which provides
Unlimited SMS, calling and data (1GB per day at 4G speed) for 3 months on first recharge.
The company also announced the Rs. 509 ALL UNLIMITED PLAN for daily high data users
offering Unlimited SMS, calling and data (2GB per day at 4G speed) for 3 months on first
recharge. Further details of all the plans are posted on the company website www.jio.com.
Considering the special benefits that are available to Jio Prime members, customers who were
unable to subscribe to Jio Prime for any reason, can continue to do so by paying Rs. 408 or
Rs. 608 (Jio Prime + recharge price) to avail these benefits.
These plans will be available starting today. Existing Jio customers who have not done their
first recharge so far, need to do so by 15 April 2017 to avoid degradation and/or discontinuation
of services.
Jio is currently implementing the world’s largest migration from free to paid services in
such a short period of time. In order to smoothen the migration from free to paid services, Jio
has implemented simple, affordable and regulatory compliant plans in customer interest. Jio
looks forward to customers making full use of this opportunity to avail the most attractive tariff
plans in the industry, which are unparalleled globally.
With this, Jio extends the benefits of a superior and advanced technology to take India to
global digital leadership. Jio’s unmatched data strong network is capable of meeting the
burgeoning data requirements of hundreds of millions of Indians. The announcement also
marks another step in Jio’s commitment to continuously delight its customers and enable them
to live a fully digital life. Jio is thankful to the millions of customers who have taken up Jio
services.

About Reliance Jio Infocomm Limited:
Reliance Jio Infocomm Limited (“Jio”), a subsidiary of Reliance Industries Limited (“RIL”), has built a
world-class all-IP data strong future proof network with latest 4G LTE technology. It is the only network
conceived and born as a Mobile Video Network from the ground up and supporting Voice over LTE
technology. It is future ready and can be easily upgraded to support even more data, as technologies
advance on to 5G, 6G and beyond.
Jio will bring transformational changes in the Indian digital services space to enable the vision of Digital
India for 1.2 billion Indians and propel India into global leadership in digital economy. It has created an
eco-system comprising network, devices, applications and content, service experience and affordable
tariffs for everyone to live the Jio Digital Life. As part of its customer offers, Jio has revolutionised the
Indian telecom landscape by making voice calls for Jio customers absolutely free, across India, to any
network, and always. Jio makes India the highest quality, most affordable data market in the world so
that every Indian can do Datagiri.
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